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Supplementary deck for the Class DE10394 “Simulation Tools in

Aerospace Applications”.

 This deck describes an approach for virtual wind tunnel set up and

summarizes our experience with using Autodesk Simulation CFD for

wind tunnel simulations

 This effort used Autodesk Simulation CFD 2015

 Turbulent flow around a sphere is described and the results are

compared to the physical wind tunnel data

Summary
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Tools and insights for Virtual 

Wind Tunnel Setup 



 Why virtual wind tunnels?

 Reduce the need for physical wind tunnel 

testing

 Accelerate development of novel aerospace 

concepts

 Determine optimal airframes for specific 

missions (e.g., single stage to orbit, reusable 

vehicles)

 Compute forces and moments required for 

trajectory and flight path planning

Virtual Wind Tunnels

Image credit: NASA



 Test aerodynamic performance of multiple concepts of  single 

stage to orbit airframes

 Over 80 designs tested in virtual wind tunnel

Escape Dynamics Use Case



 Simulating multiple flow regimes: 

 Incompressible and compressible flows

 Varying Reynolds numbers

 Shocks and supersonic flows 

 Typically require large mesh sizes, leading to long 

compute times

 Primary challenge: knowing how to get trustworthy 

results

The Challenge of Virtual Wind Tunnels



Our Approach

1. Understand your flow regimes 

 Incompressible or compressible flows

 Is the flow transonic (M~1), supersonic (1<M<4),  or    

hypersonic (M>4)?

 Range of Reynolds numbers (turbulence regimes)

2. Run proxy simulations with known answers to 

determine adequate setup conditions

 E.g., simulate a sphere and/or a NACA airfoil at Reynolds 

numbers of interest



Our Approach

 Our eventual goal was to simulate airframes across a wide range of Mach 

numbers and flight conditions (e.g., angles of attack). 

 Step 1: determine Reynolds numbers (𝑅𝑒 =
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠
=

𝜌𝑉𝐿

𝜇
) of the 

desired flight regime (e.g., landing conditions with low Mach numbers) 

 Step 2: Select several similar systems with known solutions

 Step 3: Start with the simplest, best understood case: sphere in a wind tunnel 



1. Create your geometry and Launch 

Active Model from the Inventor

2. For your geometry setup one or more 

external air volumes

 Setup your air volumes in Inventor, or 

 Use Simulation CFD’s External Volume Tool

 Note: Check your air volume sizing to be ~5-10 

chords upstream and 10-20 chords downstream

3. Assign materials (air and any solid)

 Note: Use Variable for air if your flow is 

compressible (i.e., flow at high Mach numbers)

4. Assign boundary conditions

 Upstream: Velocity magnitude

 Downstream: Unknown (for compressible flow) or 

Gauge P = 0 (for incompressible, low Mach 

number flows)

 Sides: Slip/Symmetry

Very brief basics

Up until this point things are fairly simple

Chord length (diameter of the sphere), D = 0.5 m



Success depends on meshing and solver setup

Video walkthrough of meshing and solver setup:

Vimeo Link: https://vimeo.com/148237608

https://vimeo.com/148237608


1. One option is to start with Automatic mesh size 
and evolve the mesh from there. 

2. Starting from the Automatic setup:

 Select the air volume 

 Adjust the mesh to Fine, Apply Changes and Spread Changes

 Use Surface refinement

3. Use Enhancements

 Enable enhancement blending

 Number of layers: 15 (you could also do more, by setting a flag 
mesh_enhance_layers to a number >15) 

 Layer Factor: 0.75 – 1.2

 Layer Gradation: >1.35

4. Add Regions

 Setup one or more regions surrounding the body

 For a sphere one region is typically sufficient

 Uncheck Uniform, Get local mesh, refine and spread changes

 For turbulent flows it is good to extend the refinement region 
multiple chords downstream the body 

 For many flows it may be important to setup multiple mesh 
refinement regions

Mesh setup key highlights

Chord length (diameter of the sphere), D = 0.5 m
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1. In Solution Controls set advection Scheme 

to ADV 5 

2. In Advanced Solution Control set settings to 

Tight and consider adding 1-2 orders of 

magnitude to the default numbers 

3. In Physics Turbulence select SST k-omega 

for the turbulence model

4. Add Flags to enhance SST k-omega model

 Add sst_new_iwf and use_sst_rc flags

 To add a flag right click in the right hand part of the 

Flag Manager and type in the desired flag

 Consider adding other flags (e.g., 

resid_bdry_force_calc)

5. Consider setting up Mesh Adaptation 

after the initial mesh with refinements 

is set (this step is more important for 

complex shapes like airframes)

Solve setup key highlights
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Flag Manager

Right click 

to add flags



The Importance of Proper Meshing

Simulation parameters

1. Air speed: 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 20 𝑚/𝑠

2. Smooth sphere with 𝑅 = 0.5 𝑚

3. Flow Regime: 𝑅𝑒 ~ 600,000 (turbulent flow)

Case #1: Coarse mesh w/o enhancement 

regions

 Number of fluid elements ~ 100,000

 Drag Force from the simulation ~ 60 

Newtons (close to 15x higher than 

expected from the NASA results)



The Importance of Proper Meshing

Case #2:

 Added enhancement region surrounding the 

sphere

 Number of fluid elements ~ 725,000

 Drag Force from the simulation ~ 45 

Newtons (close to 10x higher than expected)

Case #3:

 Added more refined enhancement region 

surrounding the sphere

 Number of fluid elements ~ 1,050,000

 Drag Force from the simulation ~ 4 Newtons 

(within 5% of the results from NASA studies)



Here is how the mesh looks like in 3D 

Video showing the mesh for Case 3:

https://vimeo.com/147896509

https://vimeo.com/147896509


The result of the optimization

Image Credit: NASA
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Starting point

After mesh 

optimization



Testing The Approach
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We tested the wind tunnel setup approach at other Reynolds numbers, getting similarly good results



Simple shape studies

Low Reynolds number tests performed by a student team at CU Boulder
A sphere of R ~ 3.7 cm was tested in a wind tunnel at the aerospace lab at CU Boulder

Drag Coefficients



Summary 

For turbulent flows around airfoils

 Use K-Omega SST
 Add sst_new_iwf and use_sst_rc flags

 Start with a solid mesh
 Blending: check 

 Layers: 15 (or more)

 Layer Factor: 0.75 – 1.2

 Layer Gradation: >1.35

 Consider using flags (mesh_enhance_thick, mesh_enhance_layers, resid_bdry_force_calc)

 Use ADV5 (you could do it via a flag)

 Use Tight convergence (possibly add one more order of magnitude)

 Run Simulations in your flow regime on a test case (e.g., sphere or an airfoil) until 

you get satisfactory results

 Use similar settings for your actual runs



Two Alternative Options

1. 2D Setup
 Our experience: very challenging to 

get reliable results

 Extremely useful when general 

simulation setup is not clear – saves 

hours of time on figuring out the 

right setup

2. Symmetry Setup 
 Frequently used by others

 Multiple tutorials online

 We didn’t use it as much



Setting up 2D models for CFD

 Geometry needs to be in the 

XY Plane

 Geometry needs to be in the 

1st quadrant (+X +Y)

 In Inventor sketches must be 

patched as multiple surfaces 

before activating CFD.

Setting Up 2D Wind Tunnel Simulations



A Must See Resource

http://simhub.autodesk.com/resources/cfd-

external-flow-validation-for-airfoil



Recommended Resources

• Autodesk CFD Support Hangouts

• https://Autodesk.box.com/cfd19

• AutodeskUniversity.com

https://autodesk.box.com/cfd19
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